PLANETARY CHANGES – AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
In early January last year, I intuited that some fundamental changes were going to take place
towards the end of 2016. I didn’t know their scope only that they would be fundamental and
far reaching because nothing else would suffice to save this planet and her peoples from the
escalating maleficence being perpetrated upon them.
Back in 2010 I was informed that correcting the ills of the Earth was now beyond the capability of
humankind and would be dealt with by “the Heirarchy” - principally under the command of the
Archangels of this Universe.
December 2012 to July 2013 saw the closing of the current 104,000-year cycle of this solar
system. It also saw a complete change throughout the whole of Creation of the mostly
mathematical Fundamental Specifications that govern every universe and part universes. Over
time there have been tweaks to the many specifications – indeed, the most dramatic and
fundamental between January and April 2010 - but nothing of the magnitude needed to really sort
things out. The infinitely complex and minute mathematical co-ordinates that make up the
Specifications - or master programmes - for each planetary system, or larger creation, cannot be
linked into and altered once the programme for that Cycle has begun. Humanity has therefore had
to endure an interminable wait for the evils upon this planet to be permanently corrected. The
same is true throughout Creation.
Throughout all Creation the hierarchies are now extremely excited at the long-awaited arrival of a
time when brand new and foolproof specifications can be put together to stop the miseries which
have been ongoing throughout this galaxy and many, many others.
Currently we are all "freewheeling" and will still be doing so for some 40-60 years yet. Some of this
is due to mathematical complexities and some to the necessity of dealing with unfolding situations
first.
In 2010 Archangel Lucifer (a good angel - see endnote) had a role change and became a senior
figure in the finite planning of “The Renewal” alongside other Archangels, principally Michael, Lady
Faith and Melchezidek.
Our planet has been the experiment of all experiments in freewill. It had new design features and
concepts that, to the horror of the designers, proved to be mistakes. (We are taught that Great
Beings and Angels do not feel emotions and simply rest upon an even plane, but that is not so.)
As far as I understand it, Planet Earth had been colonised by no less than 4 major and 6 lesser
groupings of extremely nasty extra terrestrials, including the most known creature of all - Satan.
For a very long time the most known about group - the people of Neburu - have mined this planet
and others for trade, and to keep their own planet going. Like many large commercial companies
they were unconcerned about their behaviour and the damage they caused because they
considered themselves beyond reproof whilst here amongst such lowly life forms. Not only did they
genetically engineer their Earth-based workforce, they were so clever with their results that over
time they intermarried and created an additional racial grouping, accounting for about 2% of Earth’s
current population.
The Neburians are also known by their feared name - the Annunaki - and it is necessary to explain
the difference between the two. The Neburians are the people of Neburu and the Annunaki their
highly-intelligent offspring who are divorced from contact with their ancestors and who have sunk
into the fabric and population of Earth.

The Neburians ceased their negative activities on earth at the request of Jeshua, also known as
Jesus of Nazareth. The Planet Neburu has now become virtually uninhabitable and, with the
exception of a small task force still there, the entire population of 6 million people, livestock and
pets were moved into vast Mother Ships for survival. As a result of a negotiated settlement
between the High Spiritual Council of this Universe and the Neburian people, this vast fleet was
allowed to land in the Saudi Arabian desert in early September 2016 where they now lay cloaked
and will remain so during 2017. It is anticipated that they will move into their permanent home of
the Gobi Desert sometime around June of this year.
The negotiated settlement contained certain unbreakable agreements:
1. Never to seek to take over or control Earth.
2. Peaceful co-existence.
3. To share certain technological knowledge with humanity. (Neburians possess and utilise
about 25% of the knowledge of quantum physics used by the Masters of Form, the Elohim.)
4. To be self-sufficient.
The current plan is to show themselves, their ships and equipment to the world during 2018, when
an Earth/Neburian Council will be set as a conduit for communication and openness.
Their population is broken up as follows:
• 4 million adults (3 million women & a million men).
• The death rate among the men in pursuit of the survival of their family units has been high.
• 2 million children (1.2 million boys and 8000,000 girls).
• Neburians look much like us.
• They are vegetarians.
Having safely arrived on Planet Earth, the Neburian Fleet joined the combined forces of two other
benign extra terrestrial fleets and the mass grouping of all forms of Angelics and Higher Beings. To
give you some idea of potential, between them their firepower was of a Star Wars capacity. From
27 October 2016 to 6 December 2016 this combined force fought nine full-assault pitched battles
against ten groupings of undesirables. There was no intention to take prisoners, nor will there be in
other universes where similar cleansings are taking place; by order of the Prime Creator all souls
were to be vapouris’ed forever.
One battle was particularly dreadful, involving deaths among the combined fleet’s incarnate troops
and after regrouping over some days a second and successful offensive was necessary. All
objectives have been met. The being known as Satan is no more.
It took until 9 December for things to settle. The effect was quite extraordinary as no-one in time
immemorial had felt Gaia's energy field without the black energy over it. As a result, all planetary
fields were virtually turned off until late December, leaving just basic systems running, and new,
massively upgraded energy systems were installed globally. During that period you may have had
trouble with your IT and electrical devices. Geopathic stress was also particularly bad, although for
such a short period not life threatening. Poor sleep was also experienced by many.
Gaia has recalibrated but it will take until around 15 January before our human and mammalian
friends - pets etc - will feel more cellularly comfortable; many feel deeply weary and off their food.
It has been suggested that removal of the heavy, negative energies will allow better functioning of
body systems and from now on we may actually need about 25% less food per day!
The Annunaki problem:
There are deeply nasty, controlling Annunaki families, all shades of grey down to those who are
controlled in some way; they don’t want to be, but have become part of the global problem.

They can’t be dealt with in the same way as above, so the current plan is that between
9 December and end January/early part of February (liable to alteration depending upon outcomes)
each and every one of them will be approached by the Angelics and given a choice: Utterly
change/allow yourself to be neutralized, or be vapourised.
2017 will therefore be the Last Year of the Age of Darkness. We may well witness many highprofile people passing over, many high-profile personality changes and many last-ditch,
manufactured, crises and scare stories in the media.
•
•

Stay calm but vigilant and perceptive.
Be nice to each other.

When the truths of mind manipulation finally come out we may well truly understand those words
from the Bible: "Forgive them Lord, for they know not what they are doing".
Intuited in good faith.
Receive or deflect as you see fit.
Please quietly dowse over each section for veracity or otherwise.
Feel free to comment on the blog.
In love and light!
Susan Fairley
Blue Overtone Eagle
22 January 2017
Endnote:
Extract from Viewpoint Article
ARCHANGEL LORD LUCIFER
This Archangel is a much misunderstood and maligned Angel. (Isaiah 14:13-15)
He did not rebel against his parent, the Prime Creator, through pride and lawlessness, resulting in
demotion to the title of Satan and banishment from "Heaven".
Some 15,000 years ago he volunteered to be Earth-based so that he could draw excess energy to
him, to be encapsulated/stored in the centre of the Earth and finally to be taken up through the
portal to be neutralised back into pure energy.
Planet Earth was created as a planet of freewill and as such the balance of power was unstable,
threatening withdrawal of the freewill.
Archangel Lucifer's mandate is to draw negative energy to him: to be in bad places at bad times to
gather destabilising volumes of black energy. He is NOT Satan, that is another. Lucifer has been
seen in so many dark places not because he was the perpetrator but because he was, in effect,
the Dustman!
Like all Beings emanating from Heaven he regularly travels back and forth. It is their refuge, home
and discourse-area.
September 2015, Susan Fairley

